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Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. The low mile G37S has V6 3. Prior
pics at the end. Pls come by for test drive. The vehicle is Other with a Other Leather interior. It is
offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Perfect timing! We just took this vehicle in and
only have one photo online because it's currently going through our multi-point vehicle
inspection process. It is still for sale. Please contact our internet department for more details.
Take advantage of our low tax rate of 8. Close to 30 photos will be available when it finishes in
detail, but don't wait. Get your hands on this vehicle before someone else does. Best of all the
price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price
is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. Low, low mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance program make this
vehicle a rare find. That's not to say that their interiors aren't well-appointed; both models come
with great seats, an elegant interior with nice materials, and very impressive audio systems.
Both G models stand out for offering overall performance near the top of its class, when
compared with other V6 sport sedans and coupes in its price range. The new coupe manages to
step up its performance capabilities without reducing driver comfort, with a rear limited-slip
differential, 4-Wheel Active Steer system, and Sport Brakes on the options list. Interesting
features of this model are Performance, attractive interior, and available performance and
technology options. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. All our
vehicles are carefully hand selected by professionals. We are a family owned business that
started locally in Our dealership is focused on low overhead to provide the best and unbeatable
prices with the highest quality to our buyers. It comes equipped with RWD, heated seats, park
assist, power sunroof, alloy wheels, and more. The Carfax on this vehicle is clean and it has
been professionally inspected by a Sewell technician. Visit our store to experience Sewells
commitment to treating every customer like a lifelong customer. It's ready for you to truly break
it in. This means the G37 features great seats, an elegant interior with attractive materials and
very impressive audio systems. Both G models stand out for offering overall performance near
the top of its class. The new coupe manages to step up its performance capabilities without
reducing driver comfort, with a rear limited-slip differential, 4-Wheel Active Steer system and
Sport Brakes on the options list. Post purchase, the vehicles go through a step by step
procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection
and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before
they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory they are detailed
thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our vehicles we finally
put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts are issued
by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified mechanic shop
of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service contract for up to but not limited
to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available, please consult with a sales
representative for additional information. Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time
frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to purchase. Service contracts are an
option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect your future investment. Call us for
further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing
vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as they do not includes any finance
charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards
an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but
are not responsible for human error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of
sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. Recent Arrival! These
are vehicles that fall outside Greenway Automotive Group's used car guidelines. They are
generally higher mileage, lower-priced vehicles that are perhaps "flawed" in some way. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Type Sedan 34 Coupe 26 Convertible Engine Details Transmission Automatic 59 Manual 4.
Engine Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Title issue. Check Availability. No accidents. New
Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 70 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I traded my
Nissan Altima 2. The stock exhaust is just amazing when you turn it on and the interior design
is really nice as well. The BOSE sound systems is really loud and nice and listening to music on
my car is what I love to do especially when commuting to work. I like the memory seats. Also, I
use the iPod integration and use the steering wheel controls and it makes it easy to select
songs and the iPod is out of sight the whole time. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. More than
just a livable version of Nissan's Z-car, the redesigned Infiniti G37 coupe, with its hp V6 and
elegantly crafted interior, successfully serves as both sports car and luxury coupe. If it ain't

broke, don't fix it. Or at the very least, don't screw it up. That's the mantra that must've been
hanging in banner form at Infiniti's design headquarters when the time came to redo its popular
G series luxury sport coupe. The outgoing model looked great and was a joy to drive, a sort of
middle ground that could be viewed as either a more civilized Nissan Z or a more hooliganized
G35 sedan. Thankfully, the new Infiniti G37 follows the same formula. It looks great albeit in a
more voluptuous sort of way than the original , is even more of a hoot to drive and more deftly
serves as either a sports car or luxury car, depending on its driver's mood. Oh, and lest we
forget to mention, it now sports a larger, hp engine. In other words, Infiniti definitely didn't
screw it up. Despite the change in name, the G37 is still very much the coupe version of the
latest G35 sedan. The higher number indicates its larger 3. Along with adding the new engine,
Infiniti brought the G37 up to date via a new body structure; the company says it's 36 percent
stiffer than the previous generation's. The added stiffness combines with a slightly lower overall
height, wider front and rear track widths, and revised suspension components for improved
handling. This is especially true of models fitted with the available Sport Package. Inside, the
G37 benefits from the same transformation the G35 underwent last year. Materials are simply
excellent, highlighted by such items as the car's new leather-accented magnesium transmission
paddle shifters and the "Japanese Washi-paper finish" aluminum trim that provides a
refreshingly unique take on cabin decoration. Additionally, a full array of standard and optional
high-tech features will appeal to more technologically inclined buyers. There aren't many
entry-level luxury coupes on the market, but the available few are impressive. The new Audi A5
is worthy of cross-shopping with the G37, though it starts at a higher base price. The BMW i is a
superior car, but it's more expensive than the G37 as well. The Infiniti's principal competition,
therefore, is the BMW i, which is more involving to drive and a few steps ahead in interior
materials quality, yet considerably less muscular under the hood than the broad-shouldered G.
If you can live without the Bimmer's unmatched combination of sporty handling and a
comfortable ride, then the Infiniti G37 should make an excellent addition to your garage -- as
either a luxury coupe or a sports car. The Infiniti G37 is essentially the coupe version of the G35
sedan. It's differentiated by unique styling, more power and two fewer doors. There are three
trim levels available: base, Journey and Sport 6MT. The Journey trim adds an eight-way power
passenger seat, dual-zone automatic climate control and an in-dash six-CD changer. The Sport
6MT trim refers to this coupe's six-speed manual transmission, and additional equipment
includes a limited-slip rear differential, inch wheels, high-performance tires, sport suspension
and brakes, and sport-styled front seats with manual thigh extensions and driver's
power-adjustable torso and thigh bolsters. Save for the manual transmission, these features are
part of the Sport Package available on automatic-equipped G37s. The Premium Package
available on all G37s includes a sunroof also available as a stand-alone option , a power
steering wheel, driver memory, heated front seats, Bluetooth connectivity, an upgraded Bose
stereo and an iPod interface. Available in conjunction with the Premium Package is a navigation
system that includes real-time traffic information, voice activation, a rearview camera and a 9GB
hard drive for music files. The Technology Package can be added when both aforementioned
packages are selected; it includes adaptive cruise control, adaptive headlights and pre-crash
seatbelts. The G37 can also be equipped with four-wheel active steering 4WAS. The Infiniti G37
is powered by a 3. The base and Journey trim levels come standard with a five-speed automatic
transmission with paddle-shift automanual control, while the Sport 6MT features a six-speed
manual. In performance testing, an automatic-equipped G37 Journey accelerated to 60 mph in 5.
All Infiniti G37s come standard with stability control, traction control, front-seat side airbags,
full-length curtain airbags and front-seat active head restraints. Models with the optional
Technology Package get adaptive headlights and front seatbelts that can better prepare for
front occupant safety if a collision is anticipated. The Infiniti G37's stiff chassis reminds you
that every moment you waste running errands in suburbia could be better spent on some
remote back road utilizing the G's athletic moves. Yet, surprisingly, the tautly calibrated chassis
even with the sport suspension proves compliant over most pavement surfaces, once again
fueling the idea that the G coupe is as much a luxury car as it is a sport one. In other words, the
G37 is ready for just about any driving occasion: daily commute, mile road trip or blasting
through that remote mountain road. We'd stick with the standard steering setup, as the
four-wheel system 4WAS that varies the steering ratio and swivels the rear wheels up to 1
degree fails to weight up properly in the corners and provides limited feedback. We'd also
probably stick with the standard five-speed automatic and its quick-shifting paddles mounted
on the steering column, which blips the throttle for rev-matched downshifts. The Sport 6MT
trim's manual transmission has a clutch that errs on the side of heavy and engages abruptly,
while the shift lever is slow to move through its gates. Forward of its cramped rear seat, the G37
coupe is practically identical to the G That means the sedan's user-friendly controls, excellent

build quality and handsome design appear in the coupe as well. The available sport seats, with
their adjustable bolsters, are very comfortable and snugly hold you in place -- perhaps a little
too snugly in the posterior area. Unlike the sedan, though, the front seats are mounted slightly
lower and offer a greater range of motion. This is good news for taller drivers, but others may
find the resulting higher cowl results in a more confining environment. For good or bad, the G
definitely "feels" more like a sports car despite the plush, luxury car surroundings. As in many
coupes, rear legroom is scant, and rear headroom is particularly compromised by the G37's
severely raked back window. Plus, the trunk is on the small side, with only 7. The rear seats flip
forward, though, to allow the transportation of bulkier items. It happens on lap 4. All at once the
BMW coupe that we've considered the leader in its class finally decides it's had enough. With its
oil temperature pinned at degrees F and its coolant temperature climbing rapidly, the
turbocharged Bavarian wonder engages its limp-home mode and we crawl pathetically back to
the pits. This all-too-dramatic demonstration of Japanese-versus-German engineering occurred
at Nissan's Arizona Test Center, where Infiniti invited a select group of journalists to drive the
Infiniti G37 Coupe back-to-back with Germany's best. The limp-home part, well, that wasn't part
of the plan. In fairness, both cars had experienced a relentless pounding by journalists with a
profound absence of mechanical sympathy before the BMW finally succumbed to the desert
heat. But the flogging had been similarly abusive to both cars, and the Infiniti G37 never showed
any signs of weakness. Major hardware changes The Infiniti G37 Coupe is a fully updated
version of the G35 coupe that put Infiniti on the map as a serious player in the market for
premium sporting coupes. There's a new engine, new front suspension, updated styling both
inside and out, and slightly altered dimensions. The real news is the power plant, which
received an increase in displacement to 3. Compression is increased from These tweaks
combine to increase output to a projected horsepower and pound-feet of torque. That's 30 hp
more and 30 lb-ft less torque than BMW's i coupe. It represents an improvement of 55 hp and 2
lb-ft over the current G35 coupe's 3. Transmission options include a five-speed automatic,
which is shared with the G35 sedan but includes a new calibration and modified torque
converter characteristics. It also comes with shift paddles behind the steering wheel.
Alternatively, there's a six-speed manual that is modified from the sedan to reduce vibration. Its
clutch is also refined for smoother engagement. The test car we drove, however, featured the G
model's five-speed automatic transmission. The basis for the G37 is Nissan's revised FM Front
Midship platform, which now boasts a percent increase in rigidity over the G35 coupe. The front
double-wishbone suspension now has a single, lower ball joint instead of the previous double
ball-joint arrangement in order to reduce steering kickback. Rear suspension remains a
multilink setup. When the G37 is equipped with a sport package as was our test car , it will
feature the largest-diameter brake rotors in the segment. Fourteen-inch rotors are stopped by
four-piston two per side front calipers. The rear setup will include fractionally smaller In
dynamic bench tests, the larger front rotors helped reduce brake temperatures by F compared
to the G35's sport-package brakes, which should translate directly to better fade resistance.
Four-wheel active steering 4WAS steers the rear wheels up to 1 degree based on input from an
array of sensors, and it will be available on coupes with the Premium Package. Adding in small
amounts of rear steering effectively changes the overall steering ratio between and New styling
inside and out The coupe's proportions remain the same, but there are significant detail tweaks
that differentiate the newer, more muscular G. The grille now features Infiniti's signature double
arch, the headlights and taillights are L-shaped and the rear deck incorporates an integral
spoiler. There's also a distinct character line running the length of both sides of the hood.
Dimensionally the G coupe remains low and wide. Overall length is up about one inch while
width and height change only 0. The wheelbase is still Anyone comfortable with the current G35
will feel right at home in the G Most of the hardware looks to have been lifted directly from the
G35 sedan, including the seats, shift lever and steering wheel. The basic layout is the same as
well, with a rounded door panel melding into the dash. Aluminum trim is plentiful â€” from the
doors to the pedals with the Sport Package. And there's the Infiniti-signature oval analog clock
built into the dash. The instrument panel still moves up and down as the steering wheel's tilt is
adjusted, but the magnesium shift paddles right for upshifts, left for downshifts do not turn with
the wheel. The steering wheel on the Sport Package car we drove included audio, cruise control
and Bluetooth buttons and had a satisfyingly fat leather-wrapped rim. The sport seats still use
an asymmetrical design with a small bolster in the middle of the driver seat and adjustable thigh
extensions. The seat adjustment controls have moved from the side of the center console to
more conventional placement on the outside of the seat bottom cushion. Giddyup From the first
corner driven in anger, it's easy to sense the G37's focus. There's firmer damping and better
body control than in the BMW i. More impressive is the steering, which offers a perfect
compromise of surface feel, steering effort and feedback. This makes the G37 more intuitive and

better behaved at the cornering limit than the BMW â€” and the car we drove hadn't even been
fitted with the optional four-wheel steering. The engine, despite its longer stroke, retains the
7,rpm redline of the G35 sedan and makes genuinely usable power at high rpm. Both the inch
wheels and limited-slip differential are exclusive to the Sport Package. It's clear when driving
hard that Nissan is keenly aware its competition has upped the bar. The improvements to the
G37 are shrewdly focused in areas which help the G compare favorably in exactly the
conditions we were given to test the cars â€” on a racetrack. With the Sport Package comes
stiffer springs, more aggressive dampers and larger antiroll bars. We'll withhold judgment about
the G's ability to adapt to real-world driving as brilliantly as BMW's 3 Series until we're able to
drive them both on the street. One area in which we know the G falls short is the shift lever for
the automatic transmission, which must be toggled forward for upshifts and backward for
downshifts â€” the opposite of BMW practice. We've always liked pulling back on the lever to
trigger the next higher gear as acceleration drives us into the seat, as if we were shifting from
3rd to 4th gear. Pushing forward on the lever to downshift under braking is similarly intuitive. Of
course, if you use the shift paddles, none of this matters. Downshifts are executed with a
perfect rpm match â€” a rare and impressive achievement in a transmission with a torque
converter. The question remains whether the G37 Sport will match the acceleration of the BMW
i, which hits 60 mph in only 4. Our seat-of-the-pants assessment says that the G37 isn't quite up
to that task, due mostly to its torque deficit, fewer gears the Bimmer has a six-speed automatic
and heavier estimated weight 3, pounds vs. But anytime the going gets twisty and you're driving
in the upper reaches of the power band, the G will leave the 3 Series in its wake with better
top-end punch and a more performance-focused chassis. Get yours G37 coupes will hit dealers
on August 21 of this year. Infiniti PR folks were characteristically tight-lipped about pricing,
which won't be announced until just before the on-sale date. If Infiniti follows tradition, however,
it will undercut its German competition in price while offering similar or better performance.
Edmunds attended a manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press
were invited, to facilitate this report. Available styles include 2dr Coupe 3. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used
car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Cramped rear seat, manual
gearbox's abrupt clutch engagement, optional four-wheel steering muddles feedback. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. The all-new Infiniti G37 replaces the G35 Coupe for The name change refers to the
new 3. The G37 also incorporates the great many advances made by last year's redesigned G35
sedan, including revised styling, a stiffer body structure, improved handling, new electronics
features and upgraded interior quality. Read more. Write a review See all 92 reviews. I traded my
Nissan Altima 2. The stock exhaust is just amazing when you turn it on and the interior design
is really nice as well. The BOSE sound systems is really loud and nice and listening to music on
my car is what I love to do especially when commuting to work. I like the memory seats. Also, I
use the iPod integration and use the steering wheel controls and it makes it easy to select
songs and the iPod is out of sight the whole time. Read less. I'm a car guy again! Bought this
car 2 days ago and traded in my Lexus ES The Lexus is truly a fantastic car for comfort and fuel
economy, but it requires you to lose your man card. My past cars have been Mustang V8's, Saab
9. I've only driven the G37 about 4 times so far, but I love it and can't wait to drive it again. It's
quiet and comfy when you want it to be, but can certainly growl and perform with the push of a
pedal. Some say the brakes are touchy, I say precise. Some don't like the "off the line"
acceleration, buy a true sports car. Head space? I'm 6' , no problem. Sold a Lexus i loved.. Ever
since i saw a Lexus IS in first year of production i knew i wanted one. Eventually got a black 5
speed with spoiler.. I'm 5'3" and find the G very comfortable. Like another reviewer said, it's a
little light on response, need to anticipate acceleration or use the paddles or tap over into DS
mode for more immediate shifts. Among the last of a dying breed. I was sick and tired of waiting
for the next gen WRX now definitely so I had to buy a used but reliable manual transmission
sports coupe. Previous owner cared for this car like no other - garage queen - and even put a
clear bra on the front end! Reliability, handling, braking, acceleration are all still great despite
being 12 years old. Seats are a bit narrow need to lose more lbs but still comfortable for long

drives. Navigation is useless as WAZE is far superior in every way just charge your phone while
using Waze as it eats power. Mediocre mpg? I wish owners would stop modding these things
within an inch of their lives. I was just lucky 3 years of patience helped to have found this one.
One year update: Everything is great overall. I even go out of my way to take the highway
despite the added miles. MPG is 21 overall but would be 22 or 23 if I lived a little closer to the
highway. Only other snafu is after an automatic carwash, a drop or two of water leaks in and
drips down on the top of the door trim next to the side view mirrors on each door. I know, how
dare I not wash the car by hand. I will starting next week. Eight month update: Unable to pump
gas into the car yielded an expensive repair inside of the gas tank which was once covered by a
TSB, but not anymore. Despite this, I still love the car. Everything about it is good
led lights youtube
wagon diagram
power trim relays
except a much-too-abrupt clutch. I bought an aftermarket pedal set which will resolve the
abrupt clutch issue not yet installed. I have a trickle charger to keep the battery topped off and
will start the car periodically to keep the internals well lubricated. June no snow and salt on the
road only times which was washed away by all-too-frequent rain so I was able to drive the car a
lot during the winter. I kept the summer high performance tires on and luckily it was mostly
above 40 degrees the entire season so there were no tire grip issues. I replaced the plastic
engine splash guard tray under the front of the car myself torn off. Still loving this car! Sounds
amazing at all revs with no drone. At the same time, I added front and rear Eibach sway bars. A
great handling car now handles even better in the twisties. Battery is starting to go. Write a
review. People who viewed this also viewed 4. More importantly, it probably won't ever limp
home. Sponsored cars related to the G Sign Up.

